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“Our son leaves Monmouth School as
a thoroughly well-rounded, confident
and decent young man. He will look
back at his time at Monmouth with
affection and pride, to a school which
has always had the highest of
standards but has never been stifled
by snobbery or lacking in humour.”

Monmouth School, 
yesterday, today, tomorrow...



Founded in 1614, Monmouth School has an
unbroken history of almost four centuries on the
same site, yet boasts academic and sporting
facilities tailor-made for the challenges of the 
21st century. By taking the best of the traditional
and the modern, we have created an environment
which draws together the strongest elements of
apparent opposites and fuses them into an
outstanding educational and social opportunity.

This isn’t a school preserved in the past 
but an evolving entity whose traditions are 
deep-rooted and impervious to the whim 
of fashion, yet continually questioned 
and reinvigorated.

Monmouth School is a welcoming, friendly
environment where boys enjoy learning 
and living. Our standards are of the highest,

but we are not elitist. Endowment income 
allows us to offer financial assistance where
needed, ensuring a strong social and cultural mix
which adds vibrancy and encourages friendship
across all boundaries.

We encourage a strength of character which is
fundamental for the boys to enter successfully the
world beyond their schooldays.
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“Our aim is to provide a stimulating
environment in which individuals will
grow in confidence, skill, knowledge
and compassion.”
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Set in the heart of the Wye Valley, this 
is a natural and inspiring environment
where boys will flourish.
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Uniform but individual, every
boy at Monmouth is educated
according to his needs.
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Boys are allowed to flourish in a supportive
atmosphere within the School where the uniform
offers an important discipline but never stifles
individuality.The boys’ energy is the lifeblood of
the School but it is channelled so that it becomes
creative, purposeful and productive.The School’s
atmosphere is friendly but respectful.The tutorial
system fosters an individual approach to each boy,
giving the best in pastoral care while offering
parents an initial point of contact, available at any
time should there be any questions or concerns.

A vibrant, youthful chaplaincy team and a 
beautiful, art-filled chapel support the spiritual
growth of the boys.

A high proportion of male teachers provides the
boys with high achieving role models, creating a
culture where success is prized, where aspirations
are valued and encouraged.The comparatively
small size of our school, around 590 boys,
means that teachers know boys as individuals.
However, we have sufficient numbers to offer

exceptional breadth of subject matter be it
academically or in the arts, and to make us
competitive on the sports field.

We emphasise the teaching of life skills,
reinforced by outdoor expeditions where we 
look to take boys out of their comfort zones 
and ask them to perform under pressure,
challenging yet supporting them, continually helping
to build confidence. It is not unknown for boys to
gain a pilot’s licence before their driving licence!
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Boys are allowed to flourish in a supportive
atmosphere within the School where the uniform 
offers an important discipline but never stifles
individuality. The boys’ energy is the lifeblood of 
the School but it is channelled so that it becomes 
creative, purposeful and productive. The School’s 
atmosphere is friendly but respectful. The tutorial 
system fosters an individual approach to each boy,
giving the best in pastoral care while offering 
parents an initial point of contact, available at any
time should there be any questions or concerns.

A vibrant, youthful chaplaincy team and a
beautiful, art-filled chapel support the spiritual
growth of the boys.

Our expert team of teachers provides the boys 
with high achieving role models, creating a
culture where success is prized, where aspirations
are valued and encouraged. The comparatively
small size of our school, around 590 boys,
means that teachers know boys as individuals.
However, we have sufficient numbers to offer

exceptional breadth of subject matter be it
academically or in the arts, and to make us
competitive on the sports field.

We emphasise the teaching of life skills,
reinforced by outdoor expeditions where we
look to take boys out of their comfort zones
and ask them to perform under pressure,
challenging yet supporting them, continually helping
to build confidence. It is not unknown for boys to
gain a pilot’s licence before their driving licence!



the curriculum...
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Given the tools and guidance
to think for themselves, 

independent minds 
can thrive. 
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"Being surrounded
by the ethos of
learning and being
in the company of
so many dedicated
teachers has been
invaluable,
whether it be in the
boarding house,
technology club,
CCF or down on
thewater."

The National Curriculum is just our starting point;
Monmouth School offers broader educational
opportunities in an impressive range of subjects,
using the latest educational aids and opportunities
to maximise the boys’ time with us.

The School Library is a popular hub of learning.
There are specialised, purpose-built science
laboratories and opportunities to embrace subjects
infrequently taught elsewhere. Boys routinely sit ten
GCSEs, with around thirty courses on offer at A and
AS level.

Boys are given the tools and the guidance to learn
for themselves, enhancing their confidence, their
independence and their thirst for knowledge, giving
them a lifelong taste for learning.
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An exceptional location, state of 
the art facilities and inspirational

cocoaches provide the perfect mix 
for sporting success.
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for sport...
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Sport plays a central role in school life, both for
boys who excel in any of our wide range of sports
and for those who are less gifted but no less
enthusiastic. Sport offers crucial lessons in the
importance of co-operation and teamwork, and it
is also a wonderful tool for building confidence.

Our staff include former county cricketers and
rugby union internationals among their number.
The boys are provided with the best in coaching
and are able to take full advantage both of our
facilities and our exceptional location at the heart
of the Wye Valley.
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SPORTS AT
MONMOUTH SCHOOL

• RUGBY

• FOOTBALL

• ROWING

• CRICKET

• TENNIS

• SWIMMING

• SUB AQUA

• GOLF

• CROSS COUNTRY

• CANOEING

• WATER POLO

• MOUNTAIN BIKING

• FENCING

• SAILING
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“When I started
at Monmouth, I
had never played
rugby but I really
love it now and
have managed to
move up from 
the D team to the
B team.”
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•    RUGBY •    GOLF
•    FOOTBALL •    CROSS COUNTRY
•    ROWING •    CANOEING
•    CRICKET •    WATER POLO
•    TENNIS •    MOUNTAIN BIKING
•    SWIMMING 
 



for art...
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Where creativity is encouraged,
young minds are opened, 

personalities are expressed and
individuals flourish.
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Art is a core activity within the School, both for
its own sake and because allowing imagination
free rein within the Art Department is repaid
time and again within the wider school.

Boys are challenged to paint and sculpt, to
work with ceramics, to print and photograph.
They are given a chance to go beyond the
school environment, visiting galleries,
installations and exhibitions, travelling within this
country and to continental Europe to work
and to study.

Visiting artists also offer intellectual stimulus
through master classes, whilst the natural world
around us offers unparalleled inspiration.
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“Art here has
really inspired 
me to continue
painting even 
after I leave
school.”
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for music&drama...
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Individually and together, in
preparation and performance,

the boys are disciplined 
and imaginative.
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The performing arts offer boys an opportunity to
grow as individuals while being part of a team, to
grow in confidence while exploring their abilities,
to learn about themselves when under the glare
of the spotlight.

Whether working in the Drama Studio or taking
performance onto the superb stage at the
School’s own Blake Theatre or out to the wider
world such as the Edinburgh Fringe, often in
collaboration with HMSG our sister school, boys
are given the tools to perform at their best.

The Glover Music School hosts an ambitious
programme of instrumental lessons and group
activities from orchestra to jazz band to choir.
Boys are offered the chance to perform 
alongside professionals at public recitals both 
in and out of school.
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“I never thought I
would enjoy
going on stage in
front of 500
people. Acting
has made me so
much more
confident.”
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boarding...
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A home from home, a
secure, welcoming place 

to live and grow.
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Boarders play a major role in school life.The School
places a real emphasis on ensuring those boys who
board with us, be it for a term or eight years, enjoy
a warm, happy environment when the school day 
is done.

The huge number of academic, musical and sporting
opportunities ensures it is a rare moment when a
boy will not be using his time to the full.

Pastoral care is fundamental, the house system
ensuring the boys always have a point of contact at
any hour of the day.Their welfare is of paramount
importance to us. Housemasters and tutors pride
themselves on the relationship they build with
parents too. Good communication is a key element
of the boarding experience.
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“Letting our son
go was the
hardest thing I
have ever had to
do as a parent; I
now know that
we could not
have made a
better choice 
for him.”
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Apart yet a part, 
academic life is focused,
social life enjoyed.

As a boys’ school, Monmouth helps strip away
gender stereotypes. Boys can develop at their
own pace and are allowed to be boys for longer,
able to embrace interests they might feel more
awkward about in a co-educational setting.

Yet while academic life is separate until the Sixth
Form, the boys’ and girls’ schools come together
socially, offering the best of both worlds. Boys
come to Monmouth to embark on a journey,
intellectually, emotionally and socially, a journey
which culminates in sending rounded individuals
onto the next stage of their lives.

Monmouth School is situated in the heart of a

small market town which takes great pride and
interest in the success of the School. It offers a
welcoming, supportive environment that
recognises the same virtues of courteousness
that we value so highly in the School.

The boys are in our care for a relatively short
time, but for perhaps the most important 
years of their lives.We seek to foster
teamworking skills, a positive approach to life 
and a healthy, enquiring attitude to learning.
The strength of our history, the richness of 
our present and the vision for our future 
ensure that each moment they are here, time 
is invested, not spent.
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Sixth Form&beyond
Sharpening the focus on the subjects the boys
have chosen to take forward to the Sixth Form,
the emphasis is very much on achieving excellence
academically, while never neglecting the continuing
need to produce well-rounded, mature individuals.

Boys will continue to be challenged in a safe way,
taken out of their comfort zone and required to
work under pressure, both in seminar-style
teaching sessions and in extra-curricular 
activities which continue to stretch them. Close
co-operation with our sister school allows us to
offer a wide range of subjects and the

opportunity to work alongside girls in the
classroom.The boys are given personal career
guidance helping to focus their options.The
School prepares each boy for the best possible
results and helps at every stage in the process of
choosing the right university.

The Sixth Form focuses on equipping boys with
the key skills they will need, not just in the world
of work but in adult life.We place a premium on
producing mature, compassionate, confident 
individuals who are ready to meet the challenges
of the world beyond school.
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Sharpening the focus on subjects the boys
have chosen to take forward to the Sixth Form,
the emphasis is very much on achieving excellence
academically, while never neglecting the continuing
need to produce well-rounded, mature individuals.

Boys will continue to be challenged in a safe way,
taken out of their comfort zone and required to
work under pressure, noth in seminar-style
teaching sessions and in extra-curricular
activites which continue to stretch them. Close
co-operation with our sister school allows us to
offer a wide range of subjects and the

opportunity to work alongside girls in the
classroom. The boys are given personal career
guidance helping to focus their options. The
School prepares each boy for the best possible
results and helps at every stage in the process of
choosing the right university.

The Sixth Form focuses on equipping boys with
the key skills they will need, not just in the world
of work but in adult life. We place a premium on
producing mature, compassionate, confident
individuals who are ready to meet the challenges
of the world beyond school.

“Our son leaves Monmouth School as
a thoroughly well-rounded, confident
and decent young man. He will look
back at his time at Monmouth with
affection and pride, to a school which
has always had the highest of
standards but has never been stifled
by snobbery or lacking in humour.”

Monmouth School, 
yesterday, today, tomorrow...
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The best of both
worlds where 
boys are free to
develop according 
to their needs and
abilities.

www.habs-monmouth.org
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